Our group has recently reported that the upregulation of the miR30b/30d cluster contributes to melanoma metastasis by enhancing cellular invasion and suppressing the host immune response. 1 We showed that many of these effects are critically mediated by direct suppression of N-acetylgalactosamine transferases (GALNTs), enzymes responsible for initiating the cascade of mucin-type O-linked glycosylation. In particular, we demonstrated that GALNT7 silencing mimics the prometastatic effects of miR30b/30d overexpression. We also showed that glycosylation changes in the membrane of melanoma cells associated with miR-30d ectopic expression, strongly overlap with siGALNT7-induced glycomic profiles.
Our work, therefore, unravels an unexpected link between invasion and immune evasion, in which glycosylation plays a central role. This study raises numerous intriguing questions.
How does Defective Glycosylation Contribute to Tumor Progression?
The majority of cell-surface proteins are glycosylated. These post-translational modifications are essential for proper function of proteins and lipids. Alterations in cellsurface glycan structures have long been known to have a direct role in cancer etiology. 2 Our work links tumor cell-surface glycans with the extracellular matrix and the immune system. We showed that miR-30d extensively controls the glycosylation pattern of transmembranal proteins in a GALNT7 silencing-dependent manner. We hypothesized that this aberrant glycosylation may affect key processes that support tumor progression and metastasis such as cell adhesion, motility, invasion and immune evasion (Fig. 1) . This idea is supported by studies demonstrating that altered glycosylation may affect adhesion-motility equilibrium by impacting on the function of integrins such as a5β1 or a3β1, or influence cell-cell homotypic adhesion by modifying molecules, such as E-cadherin. 3 An additional example is the aberrant O-glycosylation of MUC1 that facilitates attachment of cancer cells to normal lung tissue, which may support metastatic dissemination. 4 Interestingly, it was also demonstrated how altered glycosylation patterns of key immune-related molecules such as MHC Class I and II on cancer cells influence peptide selection and/or recognition by T cells and therefore may contribute to tumor immune escape in the immediate microenvironment. 5 Other studies have supported the idea that GALNTs dysregulation may alter the immune response or cellcell/ECM contacts. For instance, inactivating mutations in GALNT12 associate with colon cancer, 6 and mice deficient in Galnt1 display reduced lymphocyte homing and humoral immunity. 7 Clinical cancer diagnostic markers are often glycoproteins, but most current diagnostic tests only measure the expression of the polypeptide. Clearly, given the long known alterations in glycans associated with cancer, it is highly likely that cancer markers that detect specific glycoforms of a protein will have much higher sensitivity and specificity for an accurate detection of cancer 8 or to predict patient prognosis. In support of this approach, a fucosylated a-fetoprotein is now used as a diagnostic marker of primary hepatocarcinoma 9 and fucosylated haptoglobin may be a better marker of pancreatic cancer than the haptoglobin polypeptide. 10 Our findings imply the therapeutic benefit of detecting glycosylation changes in the tumor. It is highly plausible that specific glycosylation patterns associate with tumor aggressiveness and may potentially be targeted for better, more specific therapies.
How do GALNTs (and miR-30d)
Actually Regulate IL10?
We found that GALNT7 silencing recapitulates miR-30b/30d's ability to induce IL10 synthesis and secretion. However, the specific mechanisms involved remain unknown. Interestingly, in silico analyses predicted miR30b/30d binding sites in the 3'UTR of several suppressors of cytokine signaling (e.g., SOCS1 and SOCS3), inhibitors of the JAK/STAT signaling pathway, which is known to regulate IL10 transcription and was found activated in response to miR-30d upregulation. However, reporter assays failed to show direct or indirect regulation of miR30d on these proteins. Alternative explanations may include defective glycosylation of specific GALNT7 substrates or that the reduced expression of GALNTs is altering cytokines trafficking from the Golgi.
How does IL10 Contribute to miR-30b/30d-induced Immune Suppression?
Using an in vivo model, we have shown that miR-30d overexpression associates with reduced recruitment of CD3 + cells but more FoxP3
+ cells to the site of metastasis. Ex vivo, supernatants of miR-30d-transduced melanoma cells suppressed the expansion of CD4 + T-cells, mainly by inhibiting their proliferation and activation.
However, the specific silencing of IL10 incompletely rescued the suppressive effects of miR-30d on T cell activation, suggesting that other direct or indirect targets of miR30d may exert immunomodulatory effects.
Which other Mechanisms may
Contribute to miR-30d's Immunesuppressive Behavior?
Gene expression profiling of melanoma cells transduced in vitro with miR-30d or immunohistochemical analysis of patients samples with high miR-30d levels revealed significant changes in other immune-related molecules such as CTLA4 and FOXP3. This is a surprising finding since these molecules are typically expressed by immune cells. 
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Although their contribution to miR-30d's effects needs to be further investigated, it is possible that the expression of these factors in cancer cells may enable non-immune cells to exert immunosuppressive effects in the metastatic site. This finding aligns with recent evidence supporting that tumors may behave as immune-like organs.
In sum, the impact of altered glycosylation on many aspects of metastatic dissemination makes this process and its regulation by miRNAs (and possibly other factors) an attractive avenue to further decipher tumor progression.
